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ImmuniWeb outperformed IBM Watson for Cybersecurity and won in the 
“Best Usage of Machine Learning and AI” Category
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Everything Visible. Everything Secure.



Attack Surface Monitoring Made Easy

1 2 3Enter a
company name

See what
hackers see

See what 
hackers do



What Hackers Know



Code Repositories Monitoring and Beyond

Get Control Over Your Source Code at:

Illuminate and Continuously Monitor:

Accidentally leaked source code
Malicious source code and exploits
Copyright infringements



What You Get



What You Get



Successful Use Cases

Simplify Compliance
Meet visibility, inventory & security

monitoring requirements

Prevent Data Breaches
Get instant alerts on vulnerable or
misconfigured cloud or IT assets

Reduce Human Risk
Get instant alerts on shadow IT or

Internet-exposed test systems

Avoid Redundant Costs
Scope and schedule remediation &

patching in a risk-based manner

Outpace Cybercriminals
Respond rapidly to new incidents

in Deep, Dark and Surface Web

Minimize Third Party Risks
Get a real-world security ratings of

your vendors and suppliers



ImmuniWeb® Discovery Packages



ImmuniWeb® Discovery Packages

Express Pro
Biweekly Update

Corporate
Weekly Update

Corporate Pro
Daily Update

We automatically scan all your assets 
and search for new ones every day. 

You can also re-scan any assets 
manually without limits.

Each package includes unlimited number of discoverable assets and security incidents 
related to your company (excluding subsidiaries with different names).

1 2 3Enter a Company Name
Non-intrusive OSINT technology for

self-assessment or third-party
risk management

See What Hackers See
You will get your dashboard

delivered within the next
three business days

See What Hackers Do
Add users and personalize
instant alerts about new

breaches or incidents

We automatically scan all your assets 
and search for new ones every week. 

You can also re-scan any assets 
manually without limits.

We automatically scan all your assets 
and search for new ones every two 

weeks. You can also re-scan any 
assets manually without limits.



Frequently Asked Questions

How many companies can I include into one subscription?
There is no limit for the number of continuously monitored digital assets per company, but
each company requires a separate subscription.

Do I need a permission to run Discovery on third-parties?
No, we use only OSINT discovery and non-intrusive security testing methodologies that
normally do not require a pre-authorization from the targeted company, differently from
penetration testing for example. Therefore, you can use Discovery to scorecard your suppliers
or vendors for third-party risk management purposes.

Will you discover all my external assets?
We normally detect 99% of externally exposed IT and digital assets that are attributable to
your organization by a wide spectrum of OSINT-based methodologies and network
reconnaissance. Moreover, you can always manually add any assets for continuous security
and compliance monitoring in just one click.
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Testimonials and Customers References

We used ImmuniWeb for some of our products and we have been highly satisfied 
from the provided service as valid vulnerabilities with no false positives were 

identified. The report ImmuniWeb delivered to us was quite clear in terms of the 
classifications and the description of the identified vulnerabilities, linking to the 
corresponding CVE and the fix recommendations. We recommend ImmuniWeb 

to other vendors to make their web products secure

We believe ImmuniWeb platform would definitely address the 
common weaknesses seen in manual assessments. The AI-assisted 
platform not only automates the assessments, but also, executes 
them in a continuous, consistent and reliable fashion. Admittedly, 
the platform would definitely add quick wins and great ROI to its 

customers on their investment.

The report was very detailed and clearly explained the risk at executive 
level, a great assistance in taking the report to senior management.

I would have no hesitation in recommending ImmuniWeb.

ImmuniWeb is an efficient and very easy-to-use solution that combines 
automatic and human tests. The results are complete, straightforward 
and easy to understand. It’s an essential tool for the development of 

the new digital activities
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ImmuniWeb® AI Platform in a Nutshell
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